FX Weekly Report
28th Dec – 1st Jan

Dollar Index

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

Dollar Index in the previous week, ended lower by 0.33%, it made a high of 90.37 and
low of 89.51. The U.S. Dollar continues to trade lower against a basket of major
currencies; the trend remains bearish on the daily chart. It continues to trade below
the short term and the medium term moving averages signifying further downside
potential, momentum indicators support the above observation and signify further
downside potential. However, a sustained move above 90.25 could trigger some short
covering in the near term; it could face resistance at 90.25 and 90.75 while support is
seen at 89.75 and 89.25.
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EURUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

EURUSD in the preceding week ended higher by 0.18%, it made a high of 1.2310 and
low of 1.2179. As long as 1.2130 support holds, further rise is expected in EUR/USD.
Current rally from 1.0635 should target 61.8% projection of 1.0635 to 1.2011 from
1.1602 at 1.2452 next. Though, considering bearish divergence condition in 4 hour
MACD, break of 1.2130 support should confirm short term topping. Intraday bias will
be turned back to the downside for deeper pull back.
A rally could be seen to a resistance at 1.2300 and 1.2400 next, this will remain the
favoured case as long as 1.2100 support holds, while support is seen around 1.2185
and 1.2130. A sustained break on the upside will carry long term bullish trend.
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GBPUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

GBPUSD in the prior week ended higher by 0.83%, it made a high of 1.3686 and low of
1.3429. GBPUSD in the bigger picture, the break of 1.3515 structural resistance and
sustained trading above 55 month EMA (now at 1.3333) should confirm medium term
bottoming at 1.1410. Rise from there should now extend to 1.4375 resistance and
above. This will remain the favoured case as long as 1.2677 support holds.
Focus stays on 1.3710 key resistance, decisive break there should also come with
sustained trading above 55 month EMA (now at 1.3310). That should confirm medium
term bottoming at 1.1400. Outlook will be turned bullish for 1.3700 and 1.3800
resistance and above. Nevertheless, rejection at 1.3800 will initiate near term
correction for the pair at a later stage.
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USDJPY

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDJPY ended the preceding week lower by 0.22%, it made a high of 103.89 and low of
102.96. In the bigger picture, USD/JPY is still staying in long term falling channel that
started back at 119.00 (Dec. 2016). Hence, there is no clear indication of trend reversal
yet. The down trend could still extend towards 101.00 low. On the upside, break of
106.00 resistance is needed to be the first signal of medium term reversal. Otherwise,
outlook would continue to remain bearish.
Intraday bias in USD/JPY remains neutral first as consolidation from 102.90 could
extend further. Overall outlook remain bearish though. Break of 102.90 will resume
larger down trend form 111.70. Next target would be a test of 101.10 low. On the
upside, though, break of 103.90 resistance will be the first sign of short term
bottoming, and turn intraday bias back to the upside for rebound.
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USDCAD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDCAD ended the preceding week lower by 1.06%, it made a high of 1.2875 and low
of 1.2714. USD/CAD is still holding above 1.2690 low with current decline. Intraday
bias remains neutral first. On the downside, decisive break of 1.2690 will resume larger
down trend form 1.4675. Next near term target will be 100% projection of 1.3170 to
1.2690 from 1.2955 at 1.2470. On the upside, break of 1.2955 resistance will turn bias
back to the upside for stronger rebound.
In the bigger picture, fall from 1.4665 is seen as the third leg of the corrective pattern
from 1.4690. Further decline should be seen back to 1.2060. In any case, break of
1.3390 resistance is needed to indicate medium term bottoming. Otherwise, outlook
will remain bearish in case of rebound.
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AUDUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

Australian Dollar in the preceding week ended higher by 1.17%, it made a high of
0.7742 and low of 0.7557. Bias in AUD/USD remains on the upside at this point,
current up trend should target 61.8% projection of 0.5505 to 0.7415 from 0.6990 at
0.8175 next. On the downside, below 0.7640 resistance turned support will turn
intraday bias neutral first. But retreat should be contained above 0.7460 support to
bring another rally.
In the bigger picture, the sustained trading above 55 week EMA (now at 0.6990) is a
sign of medium term bullishness. Nevertheless, AUDUSD will still need to overcome
38.2% retracement of 1.1085 to 0.5505 currently at 0.7630 decisively to indicate
completion of long term down trend from 1.1085 In that case, next medium term
target would be 61.8% retracement at 0.8950.
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NZDUSD

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

The NZDUSD ended the previous week higher by 1%, it made a high of 0.7240 and low
of 0.7083. Momentum continues to look bullish to push the currency pair further yet
as RSI pushes over the 70 region and MACD continues to remain elevated indicating
optimism in the near term. Moreover, the 20-, 50, and 100-day moving averages
continue to underpin bullish price action. A near-term pullback would likely see some
support at the important 0.7150-0.7100 region, but without a significant fundamental
shift, a bearish dip would likely be short-lived as buying is expected to emerge on
declines and the trend would remain bullish.
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USDCNY

Time Frame: Daily & 4-hour

USDCNY ended the previous week lower by 0.22%, it made a high of 6.5559 and low of
6.5156. Yuan is trading weak and continues to trade in a lower top lower bottom
formation suggesting the trend to be bearish in the near term, currently it is trading
below the 20-day SMA suggesting resistance at higher levels. We may expect the trend
to remain bearish in the coming week, for a further decline towards 6.42-6.40 could be
witnessed.
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